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students Are Key To Teacher-Evaluation Program

R. Lavers

success or failure of the teacher-evaluation program at North Dakota State University will depend on two things: there has to be active and honest participation by students and professors. Secondly the professors must gain something from this (supposedly objective) evaluation of their teaching abilities. Everything else on this campus seems to be working out well, as the proposed teacher evaluation program is not taken place over night. Individuals have worked to change a change become part of university, in the hope that this will improve the University.

Fletcher, student senator. The rating scale for test will be ready for use winter semester. "There are eight items on the sheet seven multiple choice and another for student comments," said Fletcher. "The plan calls for students to rate the teaching for their in the six during the ninth week quarter. The professor will get the sheet and give the designated student will pick up the sheets and place them in a box, which he sign. The sheets will be turned into a college deans who keep them until the end of the year. The teacher concern is that the student should be the only one to see the results." Cross several faculty members asked their opinion of the scale which will be in his academic year.

success a teacher-rating program will depend on academic participation. You meet the faculty to ask them to rate the dean," said A. G. Hazen, "agriculture.

I said he believed the forms not aid the dean to any extent. "The dean knows will do pretty well. He's aware of his deficiencies and begins to try to correct them," he said. Who is rather hard to rate me good in agriculture," added the Arts and Science Seth.

The information should be for the teacher but that if they wanted the dean to see the results he would object.

"I can't make a student understand and can't impart my experience to a student. Similarly, I can't force a teacher to improve himself," said Russell.

"Everyone wants to know what others think of him. A teacher's conscience should be enough to force him to try and improve," said the dean.

Russell went on to say, "If a student makes a critical remark and the teacher found out who the student was, he would not take it out on the student but would bend over backwards to prove that the student had been in his judgment. This is what students don't know."

Colonel Marion B. Richardson, professor emeritus of the industrial engineering department, thought the idea was a good idea but said there should be some way of graphing the results. He pre-

ferred a rating sheet that he had used at Iowa State University.

The sheet has ten different sections and the teacher may be rated in each quality. Richar-

son said, "This eliminates the person who is far from the mean," and he believes results should be shown to the dean.

"If this were compulsory prec-

esse, it would add to the difficulty of recruiting teachers," he said.

"A teacher will usually show his rating sheets voluntarily to his department head and discuss them," said Richardson.

Dr. John Hove, chairman of the English department, said that we have a resident section, research and an extension department at NDSU. If this will help the resident section then it is a good idea.

Hove mentioned that emotions enter into anything dealing with students. He said there could be a weakness in the plan. At the time, the parents who should be there are not, and in teacher evaluation there is a possibility that the teachers who need to improve may pay less attention to the results than the others.

Vern L. Nies, assistant professor of communications, said that emotions might play too big a part in teacher evaluation.

"A teacher who has a good person-

ality will be rated higher than a teacher who is a good person but a little more quiet," he said. "Nies predicted that many teachers would object to having the results shown to the dean."

Kodish Ottersen, history profes-

or, also thought the personal element might enter into the evaluation too much.

Ottersen said, "The evaluation of a teacher is not something you can measure in a test tube. There will always be somebody who doesn't like the way a teacher combus his hair."

Ottersen favored a sheet that one may read graphically. He said he didn't see why the dean shouldn't see the results.

missioner of publications.

Following discussions on the Spectrum, Senator Tapper moved that a committee, consisting of four students and one faculty member, be established to investigate all aspects of the Bison Annual and report findings to the Commission of Campus Publications and Student Senate.

Tannfield C. Miller, president of Johnson Hall, presented a petition with over 400 signatures of students stating a desire to conduct such an investigation.

Following amended amendments appointing Bob Felling as editor, acting advisor, as an additional member of the committee, the motion was passed unanimously.

The filling of the vacancy caused by the resignation of Bill Wattles from his senatorial position was the cause of debate on the senate floor.

A proposal by Allan Butts requesting establishment of a committee to coordinate student activities and increase student interest for the 75th anniversary of NDSU was accepted by senate with Bob Challey and Patty Dodge acting as co-chairmen. Two motions were tabled and one defeated because of lack of quorum and inadequate investigation. The motions were condemned by professor and the student expenses of students by placing more of the costs in the hands of the student Senate. Another motion requesting that senate sponsor a campaign to keep students from walking on the grass passed. Senator Ray Fletcher was appointed to take necessary action.

Senate Vacancy Filled By Haugen

Dennis Haugen, Jr, will fill the vacant Student Senate seat. Bill Watts resigned because of other commitments.

Who is picked to fill Watts' successor because he was seventh high for one-year candidates in last year's senate election. The top six in the election always become the new senators.

Other proposed plans to fill the vacant senate seat were to have interested students apply to the Commission of Campus Affairs. This commission would then have picked the student who was the best qualified and recommend him for confirmation to the post. The other proposed plan was direct appointment by either Bill Felling as student president, or Allen Redmann, commissioner of campus affairs.

A complaint raised against filling the empty seat from last year's elections was that Watts was a carry-over senator from the previous elections. Therefore, his successor should come from that election.

However, Redmann said that since they believed the term of office expired in such a short time, this plan to fill the vacancy was considered the simplest and fairest by Student Senate.
Hall Air Space Problems
At Sigma Xi Public Lecture

Sterilization of space hardware used in interplanetary travel is one of the major basic problems existing in the field of space exploration, according to Captain Lawrence B. Hall, special assistant for planetary quarantine of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, who spoke at a Sigma Xi public lecture.

Hall said that NASA is spending seven to eight million dollars yearly on sterilization research.

Space hardware must be so clean that there is only one chance in 10,000 that any living bacteria from earth will be contained on it when the hardware reaches Mars.

Hall explained that difficulties are encountered because it is hard to imagine any kind of life other than that which we know here on earth.

"NASA does not have unlimited funds," said Hall, and it is currently spending 3% of all funds on manned space flight.

Part of the funds allocated to research is spent in research training by support of various universities. NASA has also provided funds for research buildings. Hall added.

The late James Thurber told this story a few years ago, an article about humor in the United States. Professor Emil Mielke, who is visiting the United States on a tour of good will, also said, as part of his good will, he dropped a few names, like A-bomb and all as for.

In his lecture, Hall asked a working man how he would have a bomb dropped on this country as part of a technical program move. The working man said, all things being equal, he'd rather not have the bomb, thank-you.

Now, Thurber pointed out, that's proper answer for a man of this sort is an ironic one.

"Yes, a bomb would be nice. Property values would move there would be little property left to buy. The problem of over-population would be solved. The cold war would be over, guilt worrying about disarmament, unemployment would drop, folks would go to church. All in all, you may drop the things in a bomb."

That's the sort of answer the man should have given, he couldn't. Irony has little chance in a society which takes it seriously as Russia does.

The working man suggested an ironic approach to the question. Pravda would have picked it up and headlined "CAST INinish W Irners NUCLEAR ATTACK."

As it was, he probably wrote "PROLETARIAT FEARS RUSSIAN MIGHT."

The same is true of our own society. We are a country full of boasterism. You have often heard the injunction "I don't what you criticize, so long as you offer some positive plan to prevention."

Under this plan Jonathan Swift would have ended his "Prop-" "Proposal. All kidding aside, but the world is a mess and Pravda would have picked it up."

"That was the week that was." Lit Almen and Little Orpheus have a little satire in this country. And, with TV, what we do have is imported from England."

The problem is not a technical one. It is a sociological one. It is a problem of mankind's ability to drop the bomb.

"Beyond the Fringe" is the second in the Lyceum attractions year. You can get in on your activity card. Ground price at the Little Country Theatre.

The Bortons returned from their New York a few years ago. Some of the films have been rerun. The Bortons have a couple of films going on that was having gone back to their original audiences. Playing the piano, acting and new thing. The material is drawn from scenes in everyday life, like the end of the nuclear attack, an interview with God and Minn. McGiff.

The late James Thurber told this story a few years ago.

"The very thing we're looking for." The very thing we're looking for.

The very thing we're looking for.

We can get it for you FREE! wholesale!

We'll send you one full-size Mennen Speed Stick Deodorant free (but only one per person--our supply is limited) if you send us the coupon below with only 25¢ for postage and handling.

You'll enjoy the clean, fast, neat way--the man's way--to all-day deodorant protection. Mennen Speed Stick, the man-size deodorant, goes on so wide it protects almost 3 times the area of a narrow roll-on track. Goes on dry, too--no drip, mess or tackiness.

So be our guest--send for yours today.

Mennen for Men

THE MENNEN CO., Box 200 SS, Morrisstown, N. J.

Gentlemen: Send me one free Speed Stick. I enclose 25¢ for postage and handling.

NAME: _________________________

ADDRESS: _________________________

CITY: __________________________ STATE: ____________

Mennen Speed Stick deodorant for men

Mennen Speed Stick deodorant for men
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Parnassus Betrayed

by Steve A.

The late James Thurber told this story a few years ago, an article about humor in the United States. Professor Emil Mielke, who is visiting the United States on a tour of good will, also said, as part of his good will, he dropped a few names, like A-bomb and all as for.

In his lecture, Hall asked a working man how he would have a bomb dropped on this country as part of a technical program move. The working man said, all things being equal, he'd rather not have the bomb, thank-you.

Now, Thurber pointed out, that's proper answer for a man of this sort is an ironic one.

"Yes, a bomb would be nice. Property values would move there would be little property left to buy. The problem of over-population would be solved. The cold war would be over, guilt worrying about disarmament, unemployment would drop, folks would go to church. All in all, you may drop the things in a bomb."

That's the sort of answer the man should have given, he couldn't. Irony has little chance in a society which takes it seriously as Russia does.

The working man suggested an ironic approach to the question. Pravda would have picked it up and headlined "CAST INinish W Irners NUCLEAR ATTACK."

As it was, he probably wrote "PROLETARIAT FEARS RUSSIAN MIGHT."

The same is true of our own society. We are a country full of boasterism. You have often heard the injunction "I don't what you criticize, so long as you offer some positive plan to prevention."

Under this plan Jonathan Swift would have ended his "Prop-" "Proposal. All kidding aside, but the world is a mess and Pravda would have picked it up."

"That was the week that was." Lit Almen and Little Orpheus have a little satire in this country. And, with TV, what we do have is imported from England."

The problem is not a technical one. It is a sociological one. It is a problem of mankind's ability to drop the bomb.

"Beyond the Fringe" is the second in the Lyceum attractions year. You can get in on your activity card. Ground price at the Little Country Theatre.

The Bortons returned from their New York a few years ago. Some of the films have been rerun. The Bortons have a couple of films going on that was having gone back to their original audiences. Playing the piano, acting and new thing. The material is drawn from scenes in everyday life, like the end of the nuclear attack, an interview with God and Minn. McGiff.

The late James Thurber told this story a few years ago.

"The very thing we're looking for." The very thing we're looking for.

The very thing we're looking for.
memorial Union's New Listening Room Valued At Over $10,000

The latest in cartridges—elliptical stylus—were installed, said Shulman.

LISTENING
Albums are catalogued alphabetically by artist and selection; classical music is also indexed by composer. After finding the album's catalogue number a card is filled out and taken to the person in charge.

June Buchwitz, student activities secretary, is in charge of the room during the day.

She said, "About 50 people use the room during the day and the records played are about half classical and half popular. One of the most played albums is 'The Concert Sound of Henry Mancini.'"

Later in the year students may express preferences for records to be added to the collection. A questionnaire will be placed in the room for this purpose.

Students may bring their own records to the room, said Bushko. "However, we reserve the right to reject a record if it is scratched or warped and could damage the equipment, or if it is in dubious taste. For example, we wouldn't play Belle Barth over the loudspeakers."

"We do not want records chosen by Dr. Sol Shulman, our director of the Union. His taste. For example, we wouldn't play Belle Barth over the loudspeakers."

Students may bring their own records to the room, said Bushko. "However, we reserve the right to reject a record if it is scratched or warped and could damage the equipment, or if it is in dubious taste. For example, we wouldn't play Belle Barth over the loudspeakers."

Northernport
Laundry and Cleaners

1 Hour Dry Cleaning Service
Press Service while you wait
WE HAVE 22 MAYTAG WASHERS - 4 DOUBLE WASHERS
EXTRACTOR
10 DRIERS
AS WELL AS COIN-OPERATED DRY CLEANING

For Appointment
Dial 322-8714

TOWNE BARBER SHOP
501 N. P. Ave.
Fargo, North Dakota
Across From The Bus Depot

Prop. Art Grosz
Three Barbers

THE HOUSE OF DIAMONDS

605 N. P. Ave. — Fargo, N. Dak.

For the very
Finest in Italian
Pizza, meet your
friends at
UNIVERSITY
PIZZA SHOP

813 N. University Drive — Dial 232-2495

Looking AT a set of ear phones in the control room of the music listening library is Andrew Bushko, assistant director of the Memorial Union.

NORTHPORT

wear
WHITE LEVI'S
to school . . .

The room is open from 9 a.m.-10 p.m. weekdays, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Saturday and 1-9 p.m. Sunday.

On The
Social Scene

PLEDGES
Tau Kappa Epsilon announces four new pledges. They are: Larry Anann, Larry Engstrom, Don Kimmin and Neil Qualey.

ENGAGEMENTS
Melva Sorum, Delta Gamma at Grand Forks, is engaged to Dale Ingle (ATO).
Norma Klevor, Grand Rapids, N. D., is engaged to Jim Rystedt

New active members of Phi Mu sorority are Gerri Haberlac and Helen Vicker.

New actives of Kappa Psi fraternity are: Don Sinner, Darrel Kuitman, George Berkmeir, Curt Hautala, Robert Johnson, David Kelnner, James Ferris, Gary Schumacher and Mike Jacoby.

For all your
clothing needs see:
Bill Marcks
Dave Miska
Hall Freeman

NDSU... LeVIS
SLIM FITS
also in light green and blue at Siegels Hut.

For all your
clothing needs see:
Bill Marcks
Dave Miska
Hall Freeman
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Student Government Needs Immediate Improvements

Students Give Different Views On Spectrum's News Coverage

Policy Stated For All "Letters to the Editor"

Student Senate Problems Are Universal

Letters to the Editor

To the editor:

If it is a letter to the editor you wish, indeed you shall have the pleasure of receiving one. I hope only to air some biased views trusting that they will be taken with our offering.

First I would like to praise the editor for his hard work and effort in writing the three editorials in the Oct. 7 issue of the Spectrum, but it is proper to have one more view on one event this semester.

Another Spectrum staff member voiced his views in these columns, it is possible that the University suffers a dearth of persons who might be called upon to voice their views, as guest writers.

In my experience it has been common to see this imbalance, however, with a careful observation of the news, we only report it all, no accountability on you, if the paper's reporting is expanded to include information on what is penning in the many departments on campus.

I dare say that a great deal of government and the Senate never report it when that department covers the Nobel prize, not because they have no personal interest about some professor but too because there's no need to report it.

The opinion was voiced, I believe, and I think a replies again perhaps, that the Spectrum coverage is shallow when it comes to the personal life and humanity nature held on campus that think that there may be much truth to some of the Spectrum who might be labeled shallow. How is it then that Baker's share of the fortune by 1963, $2 million dollars averages out to about $400 per day. Is this typical of the wages received by today's government employees? They may have job security but is it true to say that the wages are comparable to other professions. Let us look briefly at some of the "extra-curricular" activities of the Baker Baker Club.

Baker Baker was selected by Johnson as Secretary of the Majority in 1955 and given an elegant Lincoln limousine, a plushly-decorated office in the Capitol and an $8000 salary. This job paid $101,612 a year. This added to his wife's earnings of $11,757 a year comes to $31,369 a year.

How is it then that he was able to own a 45-unit motel, six miles north of Queen City, the Carusel Motel, which is worth more than a million dollars. How is it then that Baker's share of the Senate is worth well over one million dollars, according to a financial statement filed last year?

The Senate Baker Committee proceeded to open an investigation of its own employees' activities. One of the witnesses called before the Senate was Baker himself, Mr. Baker. He calmly raised his right hand and declared, "Whatever reputation I made in the Senate, I have earned." Baker then went on to testify, that ended it.

And he was not to testify: One-hundred and twenty-five times he invoked the 1st, 4th, 5th and 6th amendments to the Constitution.

Let us review these facts, we as voters and taxpayers cannot help but be indignant about the moral decay in Washington. We do not have the luxury in positions of public trust as a way of life. The tone of America's public servants must be set by men in public service.

Let us briefly consider some of the events that have occurred. Baker Baker, the amazing country boy from Pickens, S.C. who parlayed his right hand and declared, "Whatever reputation I made in the Senate, I have earned." Baker then went on to testify, that ended it.

Just as he is not a witness to the public servents that have committed, a change, even if he knew of the facts. He was selected by Johnson as Secretary of the Majority in 1955 and given an elegant Lincoln limousine, a plushly-decorated office in the Capitol and an $8000 salary. This job paid $101,612 a year. This added to his wife's earnings of $11,757 a year comes to $31,369 a year.

How is it then that he was able to own a 45-unit motel, six miles north of Queen City, the Carusel Motel, which is worth more than a million dollars. How is it then that Baker's share of the Senate is worth well over one million dollars, according to a financial statement filed last year?

The Senate Baker Committee proceeded to open an investigation of its own employees' activities. One of the witnesses called before the Senate was Baker himself, Mr. Baker. He calmly raised his right hand and declared, "Whatever reputation I made in the Senate, I have earned." Baker then went on to testify, that ended it.

And he was not to testify: One-hundred and twenty-five times he invoked the 1st, 4th, 5th and 6th amendments to the Constitution.

Let us review these facts, we as voters and taxpayers cannot help but be indignant about the moral decay in Washington. We do not have the luxury in positions of public trust as a way of life. The tone of America's public servants must be set by men in public service.

Let us briefly consider some of the events that have occurred. Baker Baker, the amazing country boy from Pickens, S.C. who parlayed his right hand and declared, "Whatever reputation I made in the Senate, I have earned." Baker then went on to testify, that ended it.

Just as he is not a witness to the public servents that have committed, a change, even if he knew of the facts. He was selected by Johnson as Secretary of the Majority in 1955 and given an elegant Lincoln limousine, a plushly-decorated office in the Capitol and an $8000 salary. This job paid $101,612 a year. This added to his wife's earnings of $11,757 a year comes to $31,369 a year.

How is it then that he was able to own a 45-unit motel, six miles north of Queen City, the Carusel Motel, which is worth more than a million dollars. How is it then that Baker's share of the Senate is worth well over one million dollars, according to a financial statement filed last year?

The Senate Baker Committee proceeded to open an investigation of its own employees' activities. One of the witnesses called before the Senate was Baker himself, Mr. Baker. He calmly raised his right hand and declared, "Whatever reputation I made in the Senate, I have earned." Baker then went on to testify, that ended it.

And he was not to testify: One-hundred and twenty-five times he invoked the 1st, 4th, 5th and 6th amendments to the Constitution.

Let us review these facts, we as voters and taxpayers cannot help but be indignant about the moral decay in Washington. We do not have the luxury in positions of public trust as a way of life. The tone of America's public servants must be set by men in public service.

Let us briefly consider some of the events that have occurred. Baker Baker, the amazing country boy from Pickens, S.C. who parlayed his right hand and declared, "Whatever reputation I made in the Senate, I have earned." Baker then went on to testify, that ended it.
Library Closing Frustrates Student

To the editor:

The closing of the Library the week-end previous to mid-term week is an act of this institution on which I disagree.

I think that the Library is the source of our education. The basic thing students should come here for is to learn how to prepare themselves and how to inform themselves on topics in which they are not sufficiently learned.

For students who have paid their tuition, I think that the administration has a moral obligation to see that these students are offered studying facilities.

On Sunday no Homecoming events took place in which the student body as a whole could participate.

As the facts present themselves, it is fairly obvious that the Library was closed to grow this less-desirable wheat by buying what the farmers could not sell on the open market and thus encouraged farmers to continue growing Hard Red Winter Wheat because “Uncle Sam would buy what they couldn’t sell on the open market.”

At the same time, government cut North Dakota’s wheat acreage by approximately 1,000,000 acres. As a result, today we have over a billion bushels of the less-desired Hard Red Winter Wheat and about one year’s supply of our Hard Red Spring Wheat.

Most people believe that a Republican administration would cut out the farm program immediately; this is not true. Republicans advocate the gradual removal of the farm program to a point where government is minimized, this could be heard.

Make a plea for involvement in the campus and its affairs.

Bring the students together as a unit. We feel that these objectives were accomplished.

The affiliated student, up to now, has been mainly responsible for the progress which has taken place on the campus. They have carried the burden for the student body, often with very little support.


This, Gentlemen was the tone and purpose of the meeting.

Tim Axley, Tanfield Miller

The Copper Kitchen

Come in and Try Our Delicious Menu

A POM-PON GIRL from Fargo is this week’s Campus Cutie. Onalene Olson is a freshman majoring in home economics.

WANTED

Students to eat the WORLD’S LARGEST HAMBURGER

At The Copper Kitchen

COPPER KITCHEN

South 15th and Main

An Open Letter to the 1965 College Graduate from Donald N. Frey, Assistant General Manager, Ford Division of Ford Motor Company

America’s automobile industry is in the midst of a challenging era, with prospects of an even more exciting and demanding tempo in the years to come. Ford Motor Company is determined to achieve leadership in all phases of its operation. This leadership promises to bring lasting success to the company, its employees and its stockholders.

It will take people to accomplish this objective. Engineering, finance, styling, marketing, product planning, sales—all require people with the knowledge, judgment and personal drive to avail themselves of the unprecedented opportunities offered by a great industry.

The automobile business is growing. More cars are being bought now than ever before. With increases in population and consumer buying power, even more will be bought in the future. Realizing this, Ford Motor Company seeks to attract college graduates who have the capacity to grow with the company and the market.

Right now, our plans call for employing about a thousand of the best 1965 graduates we can find, with all types of educational backgrounds. We need specialists, but we also need persons with broad liberal-arts training who can handle a wide variety of assignments. Actually, in our company, many graduates grow into jobs totally unrelated to their degrees. They have discovered that Ford offers intellectually challenging opportunities for those with the ability to seize them. We invite you to make the same discovery.

Contact your Placement Office and arrange to see our representatives.

Dorm Premies Explain Meeting

Editor’s Note:

Because the authors insisted that this letter be published “as submitted” all grammatical errors are theirs.

To the editor:

We would like to take this opportunity to thank the Spectrum for their coverage of the Reed-Johnson Hall meeting.

Our objectives were:

A) To introduce the Hall residents to their newly elected officers, the Deans Testaure and Scott, and the two Senators.
B) Explain the structure of the government.
C) Explain the areas and concerns of action so that the residents would realize how their voices could be heard.
D) Make a plea for involvement in the campus and its affairs.
E) Bring the students together as a unit.

We feel that these objectives were accomplished.

The affiliated student, up to now, has been mainly responsible for the progress which has taken place on the campus. They have carried the burden for the student body, often with very little support.


This, Gentlemen was the tone and purpose of the meeting.

Tom Axley, Tanfield Miller

The Copper Kitchen

Come in and Try Our Delicious Menu

STEP FORWARD WITH FORD MOTOR COMPANY

An Open Letter to the 1965 College Graduate from Donald N. Frey, Assistant General Manager, Ford Division of Ford Motor Company
The student governing body at North Dakota State University includes the student body president, slate of senators and Board of Commissioners.

With the sound of the gavel, Bill Findley, this year's student body president, calls the senate to order on an average of twice a month. This body is composed of 18 senators and 6 commissioners. Senators and the student body president are elected at the end of winter quarter each year. Senators may be elected for one or two years.

President Findley appoints six commissioners from the senators or from the student body at large. These commissioners are appointed to work on finances, publications, campus affairs, intercampus affairs, athletics, music and public programs, radio and legislative research. In addition, senate as a group is able to take care of things other than a vote or a committee position.

These people are Kay Flesher, Klausman, and Gary Parviainen.

Two-year commissioners are: Challey, Jarvis, and Robb.

This year, Allan barrelled up on campus.

**HOUSE OF PIZZA**

**DELIVERY SERVICE**

310 Center Ave. – Moorhead

Dial 233-6181

**What’s the most vital necessity for college success? Brains? Ambition? Hard work?**

Yes...and a pair of Caper Casual slacks of Creslan®.

Here’s how to succeed on campus — and off — without really trying. Build yourself a wardrobe of stay-neat slacks of Creslan and relax. They’re styled just the way you want them—tall, lean, athletic looking. Caper Casual Slacks are master tailored from a Bur-Mil® blend of 65% Creslan acrylic fiber, 28% rayon and 7% acetate. Just $7.95 at your favorite store today. Creslan is a product of AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY, N. Y.

**Creslan® CASUALS**

**COMING TO ORDER**

**RESOURCE PERSON**

Advisor – Verne Nies

clari...papers for the Senate.

MEETING IS OVER BUT... the discussion will go on, afterwards as here with Senator Tapper and Commissioner Lantz, in the dorms, over a cup of coffee.
Meets Bi-Weekly

This is a picture story of one meeting, held Oct. 13, 1964. Discussed at this meeting were such things as the role of the Spectrum, cost of the Bison annual and the method of choosing a senator to replace one who had resigned.

Everyone may come to senate meetings and voice his opinions. By attending a senate meeting a student will be aided in understanding the workings of the student Senate.

COMMISSIONER RAY BARNHARDT holds the attention of the senators as he discusses a motion.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION on assignment to Senator Osiame by President Bill Findley gotten by Osiame after the meeting.

COMMISSIONER RAY BARNHARDT holds the attention of the senators as he discusses a motion.
Various Convocations, Play To Be Presented At NDSU

Convo To Feature Dancer

Dr. Won-Kyung Cho, Korean classical dancer, scholar and dance critic, will present a conversation at North Dakota State University Mon., Oct. 26.

The program will be at 9:45 a.m. in Festival Hall and is open to the public, free of charge.

Dr. Cho is a graduate of Yonsei University in Korea and for five years was assistant professor and visiting lecturer on Korean literature and dance at Yonsei and Kwha Women’s University and other colleges in Seoul.

He danced at the National Theatre and City Hall Theatre in Seoul and served as dance critic for one of Korea’s leading newspapers.

Dr. Cho came to the United States in 1960 and studied at the Martha Graham School of Contemporary Dance. He has given dance recitals at the Carnegie Recital Hall, the Seattle World’s Fair and many American colleges and universities.

In 1962 he published a booklet “Dances of Korea.” He choreographed and performed in “Peachhouse of the August Moon” at the Hodges Gardens Summer Theatre in Louisiana.

Dr. Cho was recently awarded the Doctor of Fine Arts Degree from Monmouth College in Illinois.

Dr. Cho was visiting lecturer in the Speech Department of the University of Wisconsin during fall quarters of 1963 and 1964 and at the University of Washington last summer.

In addition to the Monday morning conversation, he will hold a workshop for dance students from NDSU, Concordia and Moorhead State College at 4 p.m.

British Play To Be Staged

“Beyond the Fringe,” second of the University Lyceum programs, will be presented Friday at 8:15 p.m. in Festival Hall.

This British import that has played on Broadway for two years features four young Englishmen presenting a satirical sketch in typical British wit of American life.

About 23 black-out skits, encompassing many situations, make up the program. The opportunistic Fleet Street journalist, the narrow-minded and fumbling pastor and the pianist who gets trapped in an endless finale are just a few of the sketches described by John Chapman of the New York News as “hilariously sophisticated.”

Student tickets will be available in the Memorial Union tomorrow and at the Little Country Theatre Friday. Tickets for the public will be available at the door for $3.

Authentic Bleeding Madras tailored to perfection by Wren Shirts Ltd.

The Lab - Style - of course, Correct?

For sewing, tailor made to order, all materials and accessories included.

Another four-member group entitled “The Girls” includes Robert Thorson as Crook-finger Jake; Duane Christenson as Walt Dreary; Gayle Robinson as Jenny Diver, a role created on Broadway by Lotte Lenya, wife of composer Kurt Weill.

Playing lead roles in last spring’s Blue Key production of “Flower Drum Song” and Mrnak, now an NDSU speech and drama instructor, has played in numerous Little Country Theatre productions as well as the North Dakota outdoor dramas.

Others in key roles include Mike Lien and Jackie Peddle as Tiger and Lucy Brown; Jim Manning as a street singer; and Pat Lancham as Daddy, a role created on Broadway by Lotte Lenya, wife of composer Kurt Weill.

A four-man gang of Runyonese types includes Robert Thompson as Maxie; Carl Carlson as Tom Lahey; Steve Ward, Robert Hunnings and Ron Willey as Readymoney Matt.

Another four-member group entitled “The Girls” includes Sara Beth Rogers, Mary Stern, Jane Zel ler and Dorothy Ridgway.

Others in the cast are Paul Carlson, Steve Ward, Robert Runnings, Ron Willey and Leo Stoiling.

Kurt Knudson is directing the play, with Mary Ellen Watson as musical director.

The play was written by German playwright Bertolt Brecht and set to music by Weill. It will be the year’s first production in the Little Country Theatre.

precious Profile!

Modern magic! A style that achieves a miracle ... makes your diamond look even larger than it really is. Before you choose any ring see Nocturne at your Tower. It’s the newest of Artcarved’s $5 million rings.

Engagement Ring ...... $350.00

Crescent JEWELERS

64 Broadway - Fargo, N. Dak.

“Many jewelers in Fargo..."
Force ROTC Leaders Selected For Fall Term
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Political Candidates To Speak

Democratic-NPL

Three Democratic-NPL candidates for the state legislature will speak in an open meeting in room 319 of Minard Hall tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. The campus chapter of the American Association of University Professors is sponsoring the discussion and is trying to secure the appearance of Republican 9th district candidates for a later meeting.

Scheduled to appear are Herschel Lashkowitz, candidate for state senate; Magnus Geston, candidate for the house of representatives; and Michael Murphy, candidate for the house.

Everyone is invited to attend.

Republican

Former Vice-President Richard Nixon will speak to a Republican rally Saturday at the North Dakota State University Fieldhouse, according to Dr. Robert Story, arrangements chairman for the Nixon in appearance.

Prior to the rally North Dakota Republicans will attend a fund-raising banquet at the Oak Manor Motor Lodge in Fargo.

Story said that exact times in Nixon's schedule were not set, but that Nixon would definitely be in Fargo.

Nixon was the U.S. Vice-president from 1953-1960 under President Eisenhower and was GOP presidential nominee four years ago.

Foreigners Learn U.S. Cookery

Newcomers to this country will have a chance to learn American cookery in a course offered by students of home economics education 472. Everyone is invited to attend.

Purpose of this course is to give international women information and experience preparing American dishes. They will learn how to find substitutes to use in their native cooking, since many of the necessary ingredients are unavailable outside of America.

Adapting American recipes to their native foods upon returning to their homeland will be a problem discussed during the course. American recipe booklets will be given to those attending the class.

Arrow Cum Laude

button-down oxford...

Stop in and see this handsome shirt at your earliest opportunity. You're sure to find just the right stripes and colors you prefer in our wide selection...for they were chosen for the college men on our campus.

$5.00

No Money Down—Months to Pay

Get Your Arrow Shirts at:

Arrows Suits Shop

102 Broadway

Arrow Cum Laude, an all-cotton oxford with an all-tapered body. From shoulders to chest, to waist and down to the shirttails, it's trim and true to your body line. No boxy bulge above or below your belt line. Gives you a slim, healthy look. Long collar points, high collar band, self comfort in between, with or without a tie. Bold stripes, very bold stripes, solids and white all for a mere $5. Arrow Cum Laude, a bold new breed of dress shirt for a bold new breed of guy.
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA
Fargo, North Dakota

Title Race Tightens After UND Wins

The North Dakota Conference has found itself in a bedlam as four teams now own a one-loss mark in conference play. North Dakota State University owns the most victories with four.

University of North Dakota is next with three while State College of Iowa and the University of South Dakota each have two to their credit.

Conference activities this week found USD knocking off favored South Dakota State at Vermillion. Coyote fullback Cal Stukel hit on a 26-yard field goal with only five minutes left in the game to provide the winning margin over the Jackrabbits.

State College of Iowa celebrated its homecoming at Cedar Falls by disposing of Morningside 24-14. The Panthers had to come back from a 14-0 deficit to beat the Maroons.

Star fullback Randy Shultz paced UNO in conference play. North Central Conference activities this week found UNO sliding back into USO as the Sioux lost at Grand Forks Saturday threw the UNO Sioux into a third-place tie with the Coyotes.

North Dakota State University has found itself in a bedlam as they missed their chance for a sixth straight win.

Games this week find Montana State at SDS; State College of Iowa at Augustana; USD at UND; and Morningside at SDS.

The UNO Sioux slid back into USO as they missed their chance for a sixth straight win. The win gave the South Dakota State a three-game lead in the conference.

North Dakota State University's loss to University of North Dakota at Grand Forks Saturday threw the UNO Sioux back into conference contention.

North Dakota State University has found itself in a bedlam as they missed their chance for a sixth straight win.

The win gave the South Dakota State a three-game lead in the conference.

Title Race Tightens After UND Wins

The North Dakota Conference has found itself in a bedlam as four teams now own a one-loss mark in conference play. North Dakota State University owns the most victories with four.

University of North Dakota is next with three while State College of Iowa and the University of South Dakota each have two to their credit.

Conference activities this week found USD knocking off favored South Dakota State at Vermillion. Coyote fullback Cal Stukel hit on a 26-yard field goal with only five minutes left in the game to provide the winning margin over the Jackrabbits.

State College of Iowa celebrated its homecoming at Cedar Falls by disposing of Morningside 24-14. The Panthers had to come back from a 14-0 deficit to beat the Maroons.

Star fullback Randy Shultz paced UNO in conference play. North Central Conference activities this week found UNO sliding back into USO as the Sioux lost at Grand Forks Saturday threw the UNO Sioux into a third-place tie with the Coyotes.

North Dakota State University has found itself in a bedlam as they missed their chance for a sixth straight win.

Games this week find Montana State at SDS; State College of Iowa at Augustana; USD at UND; and Morningside at SDS.

The UNO Sioux slid back into USO as they missed their chance for a sixth straight win. The win gave the South Dakota State a three-game lead in the conference.

North Dakota State University's loss to University of North Dakota at Grand Forks Saturday threw the UNO Sioux back into conference contention.

North Dakota State University has found itself in a bedlam as they missed their chance for a sixth straight win.

The win gave the South Dakota State a three-game lead in the conference.
Evenson Back And End Picked As Players Of The Week

Lance Evenson, defensive back, and Matt Yukelich, defensive end, have been selected as "Players of the Week" for the Bison's 20-13 loss at the hands of the University of North Dakota's Sioux last Saturday.

Yukelich, a junior majoring in industrial engineering, was hurt during the 1963 season but proved his value last Saturday. According to the coaches, he has good speed and lateral mobility for a lineman, which displayed on the muddy Grand Forks field.

In the Sioux game, as in previous games, the coaches considered Evenson essential in the defensive backfield. The 5'11, 180-pound sophomore has been given the task of staying with the bigger ends. He is majoring in arts and sciences.

Coaches are optimistic about Evenson's future both on defense and offense. He has good speed and led last year's undefeated freshman football team in rushing.

His offensive record this season has been a net gain of 16 yards in five carries for an average of 3.2 yards per trip and two passing receptions for 14 yards. He showed off his offensive potential in the Augustana game here Oct. 14 by scoring a fourth-quarter touchdown.

Seven Seniors To Play Last Game At Dacotah Field

Seven seniors will play their last game at Dacotah Field-Saturday when the Bison meet Montana State University at 2 p.m. Theisbned finished the season as bowl candidates Tom Holmgren and Bruce Airth have been leaders off the field and on the gridiron. Other Bison backfield men are fullbacks John Stabler and Bruce Airth; fullback Dave Miller is expected to pose the biggest problem for the Bobcats.

SPEARHEAD BOBCAT OFFENSE

Left halfback D'ln Sundling and fullback Dave Miller are expected to set back the Bobcats 20-13 loss. According to Head Coach Darrel Jackson, Miller was a Bobcat standout against Idaho State this season.

STILL BEHIND MANITOBA

Not receiving a bid for the Pecan Bowl was a blow to the Bison. According to Mudra, the chance for a post-season game, however, is not over.

CROSS COUNTRY SQUAD STILL BEHIND MANITOBA

Parents of NDSU footballers will be settled with a win over highly-rewarded University of South Dakota. Vermillion Oct. 31 for the last conference game against the University of South Dakota.

A win against the Coyotes would give the Bison at least a tie for the North Central Conference.

BISON REMAIN IN BEST SPOT

According to Head Coach Darrel Jackson, the task of staying with the bigger ends is challenging. He has good speed and lateral mobility for a lineman, which displayed on the muddy Grand Forks field.

The game Bison coaches, players and fans waited for is history. To say it is a disappointment would be an understatement of fact; however, this particular game by no means makes this an unsuccessful season for Bison footballers.

This week's official poll to determine the possible participants in the Pecan Bowl rated NDSU third behind Prairie View of Texas and SCI. The Pecan Bowl, to be played in Abilene, Texas, Dec. 12, determines the NCAA Midwest Region College Division Championship.

NO PARKING PROBLEMS

The Spectrum

IThINK TACO SHOP

WE AIm TO PLEASE

Parents of NDSU footballers will be settled with a win over highly-rewarded University of South Dakota. Vermillion Oct. 31 for the last conference game against the University of South Dakota.

A win against the Coyotes would give the Bison at least a tie for the North Central Conference.
NDSU To Host Its First College Bowl

The First Annual Memorial Union College Bowl will begin the second week in November. It will be held in the Memorial Union and is sponsored by the Creative Arts and House and Hospitality Committees.

The College Bowl is a tournament patterned after the General Electric College Bowl television series. It consists of several four-man teams contesting on the basis of academic and general knowledge.

Questions which will be asked will cover topics ranging from English, literature, current events, to sports.

Each North Dakota State University housing unit (resident hall, sorority and fraternity) is invited to enter one team. Championship match will be held Nov. 23 and a trophy will be awarded to the winning housing unit. Each member of the winning team will have $25 deposited in his account in the Varsity Mart.

According to Lane Gunner, chairman of the Memorial Union's Creative Arts Committee, the idea for the College Bowl at North Dakota State University originated with Andrew Bublik, Memorial Union staff member.

Miss Gunner said that this tournament should be an interesting as well as worthwhile endeavor because it will make students aware of the intellectual side of college life rather than just the social side.

Registration forms for the College Bowl have been sent to all residence halls and sorority and fraternity houses on campus.

Deadline for entries is next Tuesday. Groups interested in participating must make reservations by calling 232-0914.

Placement Notices

DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY will be on campus by Dr. W. C. Moore.

Two brave members of the Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity have been selected to represent the Tau Epsilon Fraternity on campus by Dr. W. C. Moore.

NOTE: Placement: Notices will be mailed to all current college students who have not informed the Placement Office of their plans either to stay in the state or to seek employment outside the state.

FARMERS UNION LOCAL

The Farmers Union Local will participate in a major mental health program at the University of North Dakota.

=! YEARBOOK PICTURES

GAMMA DELTA sponsors a cost supper and topic meeting tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in room 215 of Morrill Hall.

FARMS UNION LOCAL

The Farmers Union Local will participate in a major mental health program at the University of North Dakota.

CAMPUS NOTICES

INFORMATION BULLETIN

Any student or group interested in using the campus radio station must make reservations by calling 232-0914.

It is not necessary to contact Hurley's Religious Goods, Inc., across from the Public Library for the finest in Missals, Prayer books, Rosaries, religious pictures etc., you'll find a wide selection at Hurley's Religious Goods, Inc.

mail to:
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SUPPORT THE BISON

For the finest in dining we invite you to join us for excellent food and service in the relaxing atmosphere of the Dacotah Inn.

HOURS

Lunch: 11:30-2 — Mon.-Fri.

Dinner: 5-7:00 — Tues.-Sat.

Impress Your Date by
taking her in the

The Dacotah Inn

Top Floor

Memorial Union

Fargo

Theater

Starts Today

"CRAWL," HE SAID, AND THEY CRAWLED!

The shoker story of a killer who terrorized a town!

A STANLEY KRAMER PRODUCTION

VINYL BRYNNER IN "INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER"

SPECTRUM

CLASSIFIED

AD SECTION

- Books for Sale
- Apartment for Rent
- Need Transportation
- Lost or Found

Rates:

- $0.50 per word

- $1.00/quarter

Buy a subscription for your folks, girl or someone who is interested in college activities.

Use Spectrum Classified Ads

SPECTRUM, NDSU, Fargo, N.D.